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10 Principles for Studying Your Bible
Listening and speaking to God. Prayer is communication. It is not a formula that we have
memorized, or an empty repetition of words and phrases, but our conversation with God–with
us first speaking and then listening to what God has to say to us in return. However, as Dr.
Charles Stanley reveals in Deepening Your Prayer Life, our prayers go beyond mere human
interaction in that it gives us access into the very throne room of God. Our heavenly Father
grants us the privilege to come before him with authority because of our position in Christ.
When we do, we can be bold in believing that God will accomplish what He promised He would
do in our lives. The Charles F. Stanley Bible Study Series is a unique approach to Bible study,
incorporating biblical truth, personal insights, emotional responses, and a call to action. Each
study draws on Dr. Stanley’s many years of teaching the guiding principles found in God’s
Word, showing how we can apply them in practical ways to every situation we face. This
edition of the series has been completely revised and updated, and includes two brand-new
lessons from Dr. Stanley. Each lesson includes: Overview: A brief look at what is covered in
the lesson Life’s Questions: A teaching from Dr. Stanley that unpacks the topic of the lesson
Living the Principle: Application and Bible study questions based on the key points Reflection:
Key takeaways to put into practice today and tomorrow

NASB, Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible, 2nd Edition, Ebook
"Biblical principles for each day of the year."--Cover.

NASB MacArthur Study Bible
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When the Enemy Strikes
Presents practical steps that Christians can take to help change the direction of the United
States through a combination of prayer and involvement in civic activities.

Ryrie Study Bible
Book introductions include outlines, author information, date, interpretation helps, theme, and
archaeological, historical, and literary information 100,000 center-column cross-references 80
in-text charts and maps Concordance Subject and study note indexes 23 pages of color maps
and timelines Red letter 2,208 pp.

How to Let God Solve Your Problems
Help your children grow closer to the Lord with Every Day with Jesus, the first devotional for
children from beloved pastor Dr. Charles Stanley. Each devotion is based on the same themes
as those in Dr. Stanley’s bestselling devotional for adults, Every Day in His Presence. These
coordinated readings help families grow together in their faith. In his first-ever devotional for
children, Dr. Charles Stanley takes to young readers his message of spending time each day
with Jesus to develop a strong faith. This version being beautifully coordinated with the adult
devotional Every Day in His Presence,adults and children read the same theme and Scripture
each day, which is perfect for families to grow in their faith individually and together. Every
reading includes a devotional message, Scripture, prayer, and daily takeaway to help young
believers develop an intimate and rich relationship with Jesus. The children’s devotional is
adapted for reading comprehension, vocabulary, and issues relevant to children. Dr. Stanley is
a respected and trusted Christian teacher, and his beautiful devotional brings his life’s
message to a whole new generation.

Seeking His Face
Thomas Nelson s Giant Print Reference Edition Bible is filled with references and study aids to
strengthen your Bible reading. It features giant print type making reading more enjoyable than
ever."

I Lift Up My Soul
What would you give to have true contentment, joy without end, and lasting peace? Most of us
would say, “Anything!” especially when we are dealing with the stormy pressures of life. In 10
Principles for Studying Your Bible, Dr. Charles Stanley provides practical insight into God’s
word by walking you through the highlights of his own personal Bible study. He explains, “You
don’t have to go through life wondering if the next storm will be the one that washes your life
out to sea. God has an answer for your greatest need, but it is only found in the study of His
Word.” “God tells us that if we seek Him, we will find Him,” writes Dr. Stanley. “And when we
uncover His truth, we gain clear direction for our lives and circumstances.” Those who begin
this journey into understanding the Bible quickly realize His Word is a doorway to divine
principles and life’s greatest blessings.
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The International Inductive Study Bible
The Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible, with over a million sold to date, is designed to
lead believers into a life-changing relationship with Jesus Christ, and to help them experience
the Good News about God’s mighty kindness and love. The updated second edition is the
best way to experience this bestselling classic—with a completely new design featuring our
easy-to-read Comfort Print typeface, 100 specially designed maps and charts that bring biblical
places and themes to life, and over 43,000 cross references to enrich your study of the Word.
Features include: 30 Life Principles articles highlight Dr. Stanley’s essentials for Christian
living More than 2,500 Life Lessons verse notes bring to life the practical and personal nature
of God’s Word to us Over 300 highlighted verses make it easy to find God’s promises
throughout the Bible text that encourage, strengthen, and bring hope Answers to Life's
Questions and What the Bible Says About articles bring scriptural insight to bear on topics of
special importance to every believer Topical indexes give immediate access to hundreds of lifegiving principles and promises throughout the Old and New Testaments Book introductions
provide an overview of the themes and literary structure of each book and alert readers to
important principles they’ll encounter as they read New for the 2nd Edition, 100 maps and
charts that help important biblical places and themes come alive and over 43,000 cross
references to enrich your study

Every Day with Jesus
“Fish mines cultural touchstones from Milton to ‘Married with Children’ to explain how various
types of arguments are structured and how that understanding can lead to victory” — New York
Times Book Review A lively and accessible guide to understanding rhetoric by the world class
English and Law professor and bestselling author of How to Write a Sentence. Filled with the
wit and observational prowess that shaped Stanley Fish’s acclaimed bestseller How to Write a
Sentence, Winning Arguments guides readers through the “greatest hits” of rhetoric. In this
clever and engaging guide, Fish offers insight and outlines the crucial keys you need to win
any debate, anywhere, anytime—drawn from landmark legal cases, politics, his own career, and
even popular film and television. A celebration of clashing minds and viewpoints, Winning
Arguments is sure to become a classic.

Deepening Your Prayer Life
The Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible delivers Stanley's cherished values to benefit
every Christian in their life's pursuits. The Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible
communicates the life principles Dr. Stanley has gleaned from the Word through his years of
Bible teaching and pastoral ministry. The result is a Bible overflowing with practical articles,
notes, and sidebars that help readers understand what the Bible has to say about life's most
important questions. Features include: 30 Life Principles, with articles throughout the Bible Life
Lessons Life Examples from the people of the Bible "Answers to Life's Questions" articles
God's Promises for Life index to get into the ScriptureBook Introductions "What the Bible Says
About" articles Concordance New American Standard Bible Updated Edition

Life Principles Daily Bible
Book introductions Color maps Geographical, historical, and political perspectives needed for
accurate, in-depth study Study helps Charts Concordance
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Every Day in His Presence
In the Life Principles Bible from Thomas Nelson, Dr. Charles Stanley unpacks the 30 Life
Principles that have guided his own growth in knowledge, service, and love of God. Dr.
Stanley's clear and accessible study helps will encourage you to meet with God and come to
know the life-giving truths found in His Word.

NIV, the Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible, Imitation Leather,
Burgundy, Indexed, Red Letter Edition
Are you getting the spiritual nourishment you need? We’ve all experienced times when we
have not eaten a balanced diet or we’ve eaten too many sweets. We feel sick, light-headed,
and occasionally depressed, or we become irritated and edgy. It’s the body’s way of letting us
know that it’s lacking sufficient nourishment. Optimal health requires optimal nutrition. The
same is true spiritually speaking. Without sufficient and regular biblical nutrition, our inner life
begins to suffer the consequences. We become shallow and selfish, more demanding and less
gentle, and quick to react impatiently, rashly, and angrily. These are telltale signs of inner
malnutrition. In Searching the Scriptures, respected Bible teacher Chuck Swindoll shows us
how to dig deep into Scripture and uncover its profound truths for our lives. He outlines the
principles of Bible study that will help you understand God’s Word, apply it, and communicate
it clearly to those around you. Too many people try to go it alone, without a guide, for this life
and the next. Chuck explains how we can fix our own spiritual meals, then invites us to feast
on nourishing truths we can discover in God’s Word.

Turning the Tide
From the moment you pick it up, you'll know it's a classic. The MacArthur Study Bible is perfect
for serious study. Dr. John MacArthur has collected his pastoral and scholarly work of more
than 35 years to create the most comprehensive study Bible available. No other study Bible
does such a thorough job of explaining the historical context, unfolding the meaning of the text,
and making it practical for your life. Features include: 125-page concordance, including people
and places More than 20,000 study notes, charts, maps, outlines, and articles from Dr. John
MacArthur Concise Topical Index

Holy Bible King James Version Giant Print Black
In the Life Principles Bible from Thomas Nelson, Dr. Charles Stanley unpacks the 30 Life
Principles that have guided his own growth in knowledge, service, and love of God. Dr.
Stanley's clear and accessible study helps will encourage you to meet with God and come to
know the life-giving truths found in His Word.

NASB, Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible, 2nd Edition, Genuine
Leather, Brown, Thumb Indexed, Comfort Print
The Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible delivers Dr. Stanley's cherished values to benefit
every Christian in his or her life's pursuits.

NASB, Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible, 2nd Edition, Leathersoft,
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Black, Comfort Print
Since life is a journey, feel free to stop and ask for directions. Previously released as the
bestselling The Glorious Journey, this practical volume by Charles Stanley shows readers how
to put God's Word to work in their daily lives with this easy-to-apply handbook. As believers,
our desire is to follow the Lord more closely and to utilize His Word for maximum impact in our
lives. Occasionally, however, we find ourselves not even knowing the questions to ask, or the
best way to approach Scripture in search of answers. Charles F. Stanley's Handbook for
Christian Living is not a lofty theological work, nor is it an academic commentary. Instead, Dr.
Stanley has prepared a friendly, easy-to-use help system for every believer. In this collection,
he speaks with authority on such issues as: the real purpose of baptism how to treat others at
work a proper view of those in government how grace saves us and how worry robs us what
freedom reallly is He also shares biblical insight into relationships, children, parenting,
loneliness, sexual pressures, as well as strategies for personal growth. From the thorny issues
of daily life to a framework for the end times (and everything in between), Charles F. Stanley's
Handbook for Christian brings Scripture to life, makes sense of the hard questions, and
enhances your understanding of the way life was meant to be lived.

Becoming Emotionally Whole
We live in a world of questions: What does? Who knows? Why is?. Fortunately, we also live in
a world with the answer -- a wise and all-knowing Father. God Is In Control is inspired by a
series of fresh messages from pastor and best-selling author Charles Stanley. His powerful
message is simply that we can recognize, appreciate and rely on God's sovereignty even when
our whole world seems out of control. God is always at work for His beloved. In addition,
Stanley blesses the reader with his own nature photography, offering unique glimpses of the
natural beauty crafted by our very own Creator. Whether a graduate, parent or simply
someone going through a challenging time, Charles Stanley offers direction, trust and hope.
Let him show you how blessed we are to have a God who is always in control.

Winning Arguments
The NIV Lucado Encouraging Word Bible showcases both brand-new and tried and true
content from one of America's most inspirational pastors and authors. This masterful collection
of Max Lucado's encouraging words, curated from his more than forty years of sermons,
books, and articles, is designed to support and accompany you in your walk with God.

NIV, Lucado Encouraging Word Bible, Gray, Cloth Over Board, Comfort
Print
Take a few moments out of your busy life to seek the God who desires to love, comfort, heal,
and transform you. All you need to do is make yourself available to listen to His voice, to sense
His promptings in your heart and spirit, to saturate your mind with His written word. Seeking
His Face is a refreshing daily devotional from beloved pastor and bestselling author, Dr.
Charles Stanley. Open your heart to the Father as Dr. Stanley leads you in a daily quest to
seek His face. Follow after God each day and allow Him to mold you into the man or woman
He intends for you to be. For, as Dr. Stanley writes,"Only a divine encounter with God can
satisfy the inner longing of your heart and bring a true sense of fulfillment and lasting peace."
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NASB, Thinline Bible, Leathersoft, Black, Red Letter Edition, 1995 Text,
Thumb Indexed, Comfort Print
The Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible delivers Dr. Stanley's cherished values to benefit
every Christian in his or her life's pursuits. With more than 442,000 in print, The Charles F.
Stanley Life Principles Bible communicates the life principles Dr. Stanley has gleaned from the
Word through his years of Bible teaching and pastoral ministry. The result is a Bible
overflowing with practical articles, notes, and sidebars that help readers understand what the
Bible has to say about lifeÆs most important questions. Features include: 30 Life Principles
with articles throughout the Bible Life Lessons verse notes Life Examples from the people of
the Bible Answers to Life's Questions and What the Bible Says About articles God's Promises
for Life index to get into the Scriptures Book introductions Concordance Part of the Signature
Series line of Thomas Nelson Bibles

Listening to God
Presents the complete text of the New King James Bible in daily portions along with notes and
lessons built around thirty life principles.

NASB, The Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible, eBook
In this 365-day devotional, trusted pastor Dr. Charles F. Stanley offers us assurance, comfort,
and boldness in our relationship with Christ. How can we rest in the truth that God has a
purpose for us--a purpose He promises to fulfill? How can we know we are following God's
good and perfect will? In God's Purpose for Your Life, Dr. Charles F. Stanley shows us that
God's plans for each of us are even more wonderful than we can imagine. Throughout this
yearlong devotional, you will feel empowered to make godly goals and joyfully obey God's
Word in all circumstances. Each day offers a Scripture reading, a thoughtful application from
Dr. Stanley, and a brief prayer. Whether in a season of fruitfulness or a season of drought, you
will love Dr. Stanley's wise, inspiring teaching as you discover day by day what it means to live
a life of purpose.

Finding God's Blessings in Brokenness
Broken. Blessed. How can those two words possibly go together? Considering just how
shattering life’s blows can be, can we honestly believe God will bring good out of our most
heartbreaking crises? “It’s difficult to discern the blessing in the midst of brokenness,” says
Dr. Charles Stanley. “Certain circumstances in life hurt, at times so intensely that we think we
will never heal.” The catalysts for brokenness all possess a wrenching pain and the power to
forever alter our life. But they also possess one thing more: the potential for discovering a
richness in living we otherwise never would know. Perhaps you’ve already experienced
circumstances so shattering you may wonder today whether it’s even possible to pick up the
pieces. And maybe you can’t. But God can. “After brokenness, we can experience God’s
greatest blessings.” In Finding God’s Blessings in Brokenness, Dr. Stanley will carry you
through the hard times and show you how God’s glory is consistent throughout and always
available. A gentle, encouraging way to explore God’s purpose and power as only
experienced through the darkest times of life, this book will encourage you as you journey
through the dry seasons. Set amidst beautiful photography and a timeless design, Dr.
Stanley’s words of encouragement and hope will guide you to growth and the joy of the Lord.
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Finding God’s Blessings in Brokenness is a thoughtful and inspiring gift to encourage anyone
struggling through a dark season, as well as a thoughtful gift for anyone going through loss.

Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible-NASB
Spend every day abiding in the presence of our Lord. Living in today’s world can be
challenging as well as draining. Our fast pace of life, coupled with constant demands to do
more, get more, and be more, makes being still and living more deliberately in His presence
seem unattainable. But God tells us that, while the cares of the world seem pressing now, we
are not alone—we have lasting hope and peace in Him. This brand-new devotional by Charles
Stanley invites readers to step into the presence of an eternal God who is bidding them to find
serenity and security in Him. With topics addressing all walks and phases of life, 365 devotions
include a scripture, a meaningful application, a short prayer, and an “In His Presence”
takeaway for thought. This book provides a wonderful way to experience His presence and
stay focused on His promises every day of the year. Beautiful package makes the devotional
great for gift giving or personal use. Trim Size: 5.5 x 8

30 Life Principles
God’s wisdom about expressing emotions. Emotions are a gift from God, who created each of
us with a capacity to feel and to express our feelings to others. For this reason, we need to
know how to express our emotions in healthy ways, learn how to cope with negative emotions,
direct our emotions toward good outcomes, and give voice to our feelings in order to improve
communication. In Becoming Emotionally Whole, Dr. Charles Stanley reveals how regardless
of where we are on the spectrum of emotional growth–from denial to full expression–we can
take the necessary steps that God wants us to take to have truth and lasting emotional health.
The Charles F. Stanley Bible Study Series is a unique approach to Bible study, incorporating
biblical truth, personal insights, emotional responses, and a call to action. Each study draws on
Dr. Stanley’s many years of teaching the guiding principles found in God’s Word, showing
how we can apply them in practical ways to every situation we face. This edition of the series
has been completely revised and updated, and includes two brand-new lessons from Dr.
Stanley. Each lesson includes: Overview: A brief look at what is covered in the lesson Life’s
Questions: A teaching from Dr. Stanley that unpacks the topic of the lesson Living the
Principle: Application and Bible study questions based on the key points Reflection: Key
takeaways to put into practice today and tomorrow

How to Listen to God
The sun rises, the day begins, and the world begins clamoring for your time. But the whisper of
God calls you to be with Him?and it's the best part of your day. Beloved pastor Charles Stanley
has been teaching the Word of God for forty years?lovingly, reverently explaining the wonders
of Christ's Good News from the pulpit, in his internationally acclaimed radio program, and in
more than thirty-five best-selling books. In I Lift Up My Soul, Dr. Stanley's inspirational
gems?filled with personal wisdom and words of encouragement?will lead you to your heavenly
Father day after day. Each day in I Lift Up My Soul, you will find a verse from Scripture,
recommended reading, a guided prayer, and an inspirational and instructional message
designed to lift your heart and soul from the earthly to the eternal. Your day will be
transformed.
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God is in Control
Often the purity and the freshness of your initial experience with God becomes clouded by the
daily routine of life. The clamor of other voices obscures your hearing, leavingyou confused
and frustrated with your relationship with God. How to Listen to God helps you distinguish
God's voice from all the others. Dr. Charles Stanley shares personal lessons in listening and
discusses: Why God wants to communicate with you How God gets your attention Four ways
God speaks to you Scriptural guidelines for recognizing God's voice The joys and fruits from
listening to God Ten hindrances to hearing God Your relationship and attitude to God can be
free from distortion. Learn to listen to the God who wants to speak to you. His voice waits to be
heard and, having heard it, we are launched into the greatest, most exciting adventure we
could ever imagine. ?Charles Stanley

God's Purpose for Your Life
In the Life Principles Bible from Thomas Nelson, Dr. Charles Stanley unpacks the 30 Life
Principles that have guided his own growth in knowledge, service, and love of God. Dr.
Stanley's clear and accessible study helps will encourage you to meet with God and come to
know the life-giving truths found in His Word.

Charles Stanley's Handbook for Christian Living
NASB Side-column Reference Wide Margin Bible, Leathertex, Black, 833W

Side-Column Reference Bible-NASB
Your enemy is strong. The battle is real. Prepare for victory. Fear, discouragement, loneliness,
anger, temptation. These struggles are common to every human. Yet not all circumstances or
negative emotions originate within. They could be the result of a willful, coordinated assault of
Satan. In When the Enemy Strikes, best-selling author Dr. Charles Stanley explores the oftenoverlooked reality of spiritual warfare?the tactics used by Satan to taunt, confuse, slander, and
harm. Your adversary wants to crush your will, delay your promise, hinder your destiny,
destroy your relationships, and lead you into sin. Dr. Stanley reveals how you should respond.
The most important component of warfare, says Dr. Stanley, is the supremacy of God?both His
sovereignty and His power. Practically, this means the battles you face are ultimately allowed
by God to bring you to a place of greater reliance on Him. His strength crushes the enemy.
This is a world of conflict between good and evil, of powers beyond the merely human. The
battle is unavoidable, but take heart! God has given you the strength to stand.

Study Bible-NASB
In the Life Principles Bible from Thomas Nelson, Dr. Charles Stanley unpacks the 30 Life
Principles that have guided his own growth in knowledge, service, and love of God. Dr.
Stanley's clear and accessible study helps will encourage you to meet with God and come to
know the life-giving truths found in His Word.

The Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Daily Bible
Universally recognized as the gold standard among word-for-word translations, the beloved
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New American Standard Bible, 1995 Edition, is now easier to read with Zondervan's exclusive
NASB Comfort Print typeface.

Searching the Scriptures
Charles Stanley lays out 30 Life Principles that can help you become more like Christ every
day. This is accomplished through the power of His Holy Spirit, and through your own diligence
and discipline. In this book, author Charles Stanley lays out 30 Life Principles that can help you
in the process. You will learn: “God’s Word is an immovable anchor in times of storm,” “fight
all your battles on your knees and you will win every time,” “God acts on behalf of those who
wait for Him,” and much more. These principles are laid out as a study guide for use in
individual devotional or group study—enough for every day of the month. By practicing these 30
Life Principles, you will be cooperating fully with the Spirit of God, and your life will grow into
the likeness of Christ.

NASB, Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible, 2nd Edition, Hardcover,
Comfort Print
TALKING TO GOD IS EASY. IT’S THE LISTENING THAT’S THE HARD PART. Although
most of us can talk with ease to our best friend, many of us aren’t so good at keeping quiet
and hearing what our friend has to say. So it is with God. For true communication with Him, we
must learn to listen through understanding His Word. Dr. Charles Stanley’s Listening to God,
part of the Life Principles Study Series, presents a sound way to explore the Word and hear
God’s truths. You’ll learn to identify with the passages, recognize your emotional response,
reflect on the passages’ meaning and take steps to apply what you’ve learned.

The Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible, NASB
With extensive biblical knowledge and a fresh, contemporary perspective, Bickel and Jantz
provide an easy-to-understand approach to God's written message. Also includes insights into
unusual customs of Bible times, a personal three-month study plan, and much more.

NASB, Charles F. Stanley Life Principles Bible, 2nd Edition, Leathersoft,
Burgundy, Thumb Indexed, Comfort Print
"Access code inside - study & reference software"--P. [4] of cover (hbk.).

The Source of My Strength
“God, how did I get in this mess!?” Is that the cry of your heart? You may be in the midst of an
emotional hurricane right now and wondering Can anything good come out of this situation? Or
you may be stumbling through the aftermath of a physical or financial crisis, fearful that you’ll
never get back on your feet. In How to Let God Solve Your Problems, Dr. Charles Stanley
demonstrates how God allows times of trial for a number of reasons: To turn your attention
back toward Him. To adjust your priorities. To purify and prepare you for greater service. To
better form you into His image. To grant you the experience of His comfort. Whether your
hardship is the result of sin, unwise choices, or simply the consequence of living in a fallen
world, God still has a plan for your life. He is aware of your circumstances, He has not
forgotten His promises, and He will guide you through your difficulty to victory!
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Knowing the Bible 101
Are you lonely? Do you feel restless and frustrated? Is anxiety eating away your joy or
insecurity threatening your peace of mind? These problems may be symptoms of emotional
wounds that need the healing touch of Jesus. The Source of My Strength is a moving and
personal look at the power of Christ to comfort those who hurt and to free those who are
oppressed. Sharing his own journey through emotional pain, Dr. Charles Stanley offers biblical
principles that help you: overcome pain, insecurity, frustration, loneliness, and alienation
understand how emotional burdens constrict and confine your choices in life confront painful
memories of the past find healing and hope in the promises of God If you long to live fully and
freely every day, this practical guide can help you discover your liberty in Christ. No matter who
we are today, we are poor?or lacking?in some way. We are captives to the memories of the
past and the limited expectations we have for our futures. And unless we are willing to deal
with the painful experiences that life brings our way, the pain becomes a burden and wound of
the heart. Today is a great day to ask the Lord Jesus to take off your heart the heavy load you
are carrying. ?Charles Stanley
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